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Craft Template: Snowflake (activity is found in the Grade Two Crafts Book)

Game Board Templates (these are separate downloads so that they can be printed individually.)



Language Arts Worksheets

The following worksheets focus on handwriting practice. There is also a template for the 
snowflake project found in the Grade Two Crafts book, and separate files of Game Board 
Templates.  Instructions for using these materials are found in the Guides and Instruction 
Manuals. 

The goal of these language arts sheets is simply to lift from the teacher - whether at 
home or in the classroom -  those things for which her unique skill is not needed.  Rather 
than invest time in making worksheets and game boards, you simply print out those you 
need as often as you need them. We hope this helps free you to the vital undertakings 
only a teacher can undertake in person. 

Some children will need a lot of practice with writing a few letters; others a little of each, 
and some almost none.  For this reason, providing the worksheets in printable pdf gives 
you the greatest flexibility.  

We recommend using a separate practice-work binder for the handwriting work. Print-
ing out and putting in one set of the handwriting sheets as a starting point works well. 
From there, you can add the handwriting sheets for the letters with which the child is 
struggling, as needed. Blank sheets to practice Alphabet 8’s can also be kept in this book - 
and in Grade Two we recommend beginning all handwriting sessions with Alphabet 8’s. 
Having the practice sheets in a binder gives the child both a sense of order and a sense 
that the practice work is respected.

The Alphabet 8’s are preparing the children for cursive writing in Grade Three, as is 
Form Drawing work. However, until we see the child able to freely draw the multiple 
crossover forms,, we do not begin on actual cursive - these block letter sheets are usually 
the main handwriting practice in Grade Two.  

The Game Board templates come as individual files so that you can print them individu-
ally. They are sized so that you can take this disk to a copy shop and have the boards  
printed on one sheet of oversized sheet of strong paper (watercolor, canvas, etc.- this is 
more costly) or have them printed as two halves each 11 X 17 on heavy copy paper (far 
more cost effective). In either case, you will need to back them with matboard or foam 
core. Since one generally folds game boards when not in use, using the 11X17 joined at 
the fold point can work well. 

Although these sheets are set up for you to print, they are covered by the Enki copyright and we 
ask that you not print or share these outside the family or class you are working with. 
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